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This project, originally posted on my blog, Stamps, Paper,
Scissors, on March 17, 2008, is my original design. All stamp
images are © Stampin’ Up!™. This tutorial may be freely
distributed as long as it remains in its original format. It may
NOT be sold by any person, whether on paper, CD or online.
It may NOT be sold as part of a kit. It MAY be destributed by
Stampin’ Up! demonstrators as part of a class given in person
by the demonstrator. All rights reserved.
This is what you need:
Carousel Notes (3 or the notes, 1 of each color and 2 envelopes)
Live Your Dream Stamp set
Pick a Petal Brass template (optional) with stylus and paper
piercing tool
Afternoon Tea Paper
Scallop Circle Punch
Groovy Guava, Wild Wasabi, Chocolate Chip, Very Vanilla,
Soft Sky cardstock
Hodgepodge Hardware
Jumbo Eyelets to match Hodgepodge
Cropadile to set the eyelets
1 1/4” circle punch
Chocolate
Punches, ink, and stamps to decorate the inside. Note that
there is no chocolate in this picture. That is because there is no
chocolate in my stamp room. None. It’s amazing that I’m even
coherent enough to talk, let alone type, but I am SO NICE that
I am making this tutorial anyway.

Cut a piece of Chocolate Chip cardstock that is 6” x 6 3/16” for
the bottom of the purse. Chocolaaaatteeeee.....oh, wait...that’s
cardstock...never mind!

Score the cardstock at 3” from the long side, dividing the cardstock into two 3” x 6 3/16” sections.

Open the two Chocolate envelope flaps and lay them so that the
flaps are next to each other, with the scored Chocolate cardstock bottom between. Chocolaaaatteeeeeee......no, those are
ENVELOPES and CARDSTOCK, not real chocolate!!

Put adhesive on each side of the envelope flap and next to the
fold line.

Adhere the bottom of the purse to each flap.

Fold the center of the bottom up.

You now have a W shape that is the front, bottom and back of
the purse.

Now you start decorating. I cut my front and back papers 5
3/4” x 5 3/4”. The striped pieces are 1” x 5 3/4”. The chocolate
is absent.

I used the brass template to emboss and pierce the Carousel
Note that makes the top of the purse. I used the largest circle
on the Coluzzle circle template (4 3/8”) to cut the circles I used
on the top of the purse and on each of the sliders. It’s easier to
score the patterned paper and Carousel Note separately before
adhering them together...it just looks nicer. I used two Jumbo
Eyelets to make the holes for the purse handle, which is two
pieces of ribbon, 5/8” Chocolate Chip grosgrain and DoubleStitched Groovy Guava grosgrain adhered together. (chocolate?
No, that’s RIBBON...not chocolate! Pay attention!) I attached
the ribbon to the underside of the Carousel Note top with
Sticky Strip and I attached the back of the top to the back of the
purse with more Sticky Strip.
The front scallop decoration is also attached with Sticky Strip.
The inside pieces (for the base of the book) have these dimensions:
Cardstock for left and right sides: 5 1/2” x 5 3/4”
Patterned Paper for left and right sides: 5 1/4” x 5 1/2”
Patterned Paper for Center: 5 3/4” x 5 3/4”
Chocolate: at least 2 oz...if you have any. I don’t.
Adhere the left and ride side patterned papers to the cardstock,
then cut a notch in each using the 1 1/4” circle punch inserted
halfway in the middle of the long side (right for the left side,
left for the right side.)
Make sure, when you adhere the left and right sides to the
envelopes, that you do not put adhesive in the place where the
cardstock goes over the envelope opening...you will not be able
to slide the sliders in and out!

There you have it! Now go out and make your own! Preferably with chocolate on hand!

